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When we arrive at LP4Y, we come with fresh eyes and a western vision of the world, which can,                   
on the one hand, be a real asset, as we come up with new ideas, we see what can be improved                     
and think about many possible projects. We set up objectives, deadlines and expect result as               
we’ve been taught throughout our education. But on the other hand, there is the reality. The                
reality of a country and a community which do not work the same way. We’re facing different                 
ways of thinking, of doing, of behaving and of reacting to challenges. We realise that what                
objectives, deadlines and results mean to us, doesn’t mean the same to Vietnamese. This is               
when adaptation and acceptance take place. Adapt to a different way of working and accept that                
it won’t work the way we would like it to work makes our journey way easier at LP4Y, even                   
though it might be taught and challenging at the beginning. Understanding one of the main               
objective of the mission is the most important to accept the mission as it is - making sure that                   
the youth learn a lesson at every challenge they manage, or even the ones they don’t manage -                  
it doesn't mean it's a fail. The results can be seen everyday in the youth skills and competencies                  
improvements. They sometimes have a great problem-solving mindset and can come up with             
innovative ways to improve their MEI.  
But the most impressive part of the mission is to see how the youths can greatly improve                 
themself. It’s a long journey with many ups and downs, but I would say that when the youth                  
know themselves better and have clearer life objectives, it’s a turning point in their motivation               
and determination, within LP4Y and their own life. They know better how they react to situations                
which also strengthen their resilience.  
Resilience, is also something I found inspiring from the youth. How they can overcome huge               
difficulties and problems make me realise that I want to continue to develop this strength. Back                
in Europe, as soon as we’re facing a problem (tiny problems), we make a big deal out of it and                    
stay stuck with it. It’s probably influenced by the problem-seeker society we’re living in, instead               
of problem-solver one. We assimilate ourselves with our problems in a way that they become               
who we are. The youth do not - they can separate themselves from it and move on quickly.                  
Resilience is probably what I learnt the most from the youth. 
Furthermore, I learnt about patience. Not patient with others, as I trust that it’s always been one                 
of my quality, but patience with myself. I used to wanted it all and now and getting frustrating if                   
things wouldn’t come up as I wanted and when I wanted. Well, in Asia, nothing comes when we                  
want and how we want and everyone is fine with it, so for once again, I had to adapt and accept.                     
I even learned to appreciate the waiting time, not knowing what would happen, but remaining               
confident about the positive outcome.  
 
Together with adaptation and acceptance, come the let it go - understanding what we can               
change, and can’t change, accept it and work on the things we can help with. This is the hardest                   
part as it’s the one which tests and challenges us the most. The only thing we can do is to give                     



 

directions, teach what we know, show our support, listen without judging, spread our positivity              
and the rest is not up to us. This work at LP4Y, but also everywhere else. Sometimes, we tend                   
to take things personally, link ourselves to outside circonstances. For example with the youths,              
we can give so much energy in helping someone that, when we see them walk away or give up,                   
we believe that we could have “done more/better”. However, we can’t - we need to accept the                 
other person decisions and let go the things we can’t control. 
  
I also feel that I adapted and improved my leadership style. I tent to be more directive (even                  
though l would always listen to my teammates opinion) while I was working on different               
entrepreneurship study projects or even with the youths at the beginning of my mission. Thus, to                
be a good leader is to positively influence others: knowing how to awaken their potential,               
understanding their strengths and showing them the way to develop them. It's as well about               
trusting the others, their ability to do a job, even if they reach the expected result in a different                   
way that you would have. It's also about accepting that we don't know everything but that we are                  
open and willing to learn from anyone, no matters if it's from a CEO or a youth from the slums.  
 
LP4Y really raised my awareness about third world countries difficulties but also its             
opportunities and richnesses. The youth are not defeatist about their life or the future. They are                
optimistic and want to make the world a better place, help the others, and have a positive                 
impact. We could think that the only thing they would search for, while living in poverty, is                 
money. But it’s not. I remember one guidance when I asked ‘what would you do if you win VND                   
3M?’. 3M is not a lot, you barely can feed your family for one month in HCMC. However,                  
hundred percent of the youth answered that they would give at least half of it to charity. I asked                   
the same question (for fun) at the hostel I am currently staying at in Malaysia using USD 3M                  
instead. From the 10 young adults present, no one mentioned using it for somebody else than                
themself. In addition, the whole L&L team also gather sometime after the PTE and use a bit of                  
their allowance to buy food for homeless people in the neighbourhood. This solidarity from              
people who own nothing, gives a lot of faith and makes me realise that no matter what we have,                   
we can still help the others everyday, if we want to. It’s just a matter of education. And people                   
coming from poverty have been educated to help the others no matter what they have. I really                 
hope that western cultures will take example of Asian’s solidarity. 
 
For one year, we give a life meaning to youth, but also to ourselves. We help them to do                   
something that makes them happy, while doing something that makes us happy. By doing so, I                
feel aligned with my life purpose. The most challenging part still comes after - what’s next?                
After LP4Y, we are more aware of worldwide problems which we cannot ignore anymore -               
seeing it is something, living it is an other. But how can we help beside volunteering? By                 
repeating to the youths that they can do and be who they want, I really opened up my mind                   
about possibilities. Indeed, I sometimes felt that I was lacking of choices but now, I believe that I                  
have many options (which actually  makes it even harder to choose a direction).  
I’ve never worked in a company before (internships excluded) so even if I love volunteering,               
there is this curious part of me which want to discover the corporate world and know if I would                   
like to pursue a career in it. It’s also the main reason why I decided to drop out the idea of doing                      



 

my last year of Master from September and postpone it for maybe, an executive Master later on.                 
I’m sure there’s plenty of companies whose are not only profit seekers. But it’s challenging to                
find some aligned with our own values. This will be my short term LPP I guess, find out how to                    
work in social development in a corporate world, before eventually, use my creativity and              
entrepreneur mindset to build-up a social company. Any ideas? 
 
Anyhow, my experience within LP4Y showed me that the world is full of opportunities and that                
working on great projects is possible. That every challenge faced, can be overcome by              
resilience, determination and motivation. That by letting things go and accepting situations, we             
can move further, faster and happier. I believe that I have more faith in the world and trust in                   
others. I am also happy to say that I improved myself a lot : I do not scream under cold shower                     
anymore! 
The next steps look challenging with many questioning, but I remain positive about finding              
something to do that will make me feel happy while having a positive impact on the world and                  
on people. 


